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preface
Having been involved in the development of applications on a variety of mobile plat-
forms for more than 10 years, I knew the iPhone was something exciting when it was
first introduced back in 2008. From a consumer viewpoint, it had the intangible and
hard-to-define elements required to make a compelling device that you just wanted to
keep coming back to and interact with. To the user, the device “felt right” and it was a
pleasure to use rather than simply being a means to an end to achieve a singular task. 

 As new and refreshing as the iPhone user experience was, the development tools
that supported it were also rather unique. For developers without prior exposure to
Apple products, the platform was full of new terms, tools, and concepts to grok. This
book is designed to provide an introduction to these technologies, with emphasis on
covering only those features available for use by iOS applications. For someone learn-
ing a new environment, there’s nothing worse than reading a section of a book and
attempting to implement what you learn in an application of your own design, only to
realize that the Objective-C or Cocoa feature discussed is only applicable to desktop
Mac OS X applications. 

 I hope you enjoy reading this book and you’ll remember its tips while you develop
the next iTunes App Store Top 10 application! 

CHRISTOPHER FAIRBAIRN
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about this book
Objective-C Fundamentals is an introductory book, intended to complement other
books focused on iPhone and iPad application development such as iOS 4 in Action.
While many books have been written on how to develop iOS applications, most focus
on the individual APIs and frameworks provided by the device, rather than the unique
language, Objective-C, which is a cornerstone of Apple’s development platform. To
truly master the platform, you must have a strong grip on the language, and that is
what this book intends to provide. Objective-C Fundamentals is a book that focuses on
learning Objective-C in the context of iOS application development. No time is spent
discussing aspects or elements of the language that are not relevant to iOS. All exam-
ples are fully usable on your own iOS-powered device.  We encourage you to read this
book straight through, from chapter 1 to chapter 14. This process will introduce the
platform, discuss how to program for the iPhone and iPad, and walk you through
the entire process step by step.

The audience

We’ve done our best to make this book accessible to everyone who is interested in creat-
ing successful iOS applications using the native Objective-C–based development tools.

 If you want to learn about iOS programming, you should have some experience
with programming in general. It’d be best if you’ve worked with C or at least one
object-oriented language before, but that’s not a necessity. If you haven’t, you may
find the introduction to the C programming language in appendix B helpful, and you
should expect to do some research on your own to bolster your general programming
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skills. There’s no need to be familiar with Objective-C, Cocoa, or Apple programming
in general. We’ll give you everything you need to become familiar with Apple’s unique
programming style. You’ll probably have a leg-up if you understand object-oriented
concepts; but it’s not necessary (and again, you’ll find an introduction in chapter 3).

Roadmap

Chapter 1 introduces the tools surrounding Objective-C and iOS application develop-
ment, and covers the creation of a basic game, ready to run on your device.

 Chapter 2 kicks things off by highlighting how data is stored and represented
within an Objective-C–based application.

 Chapter 3 looks at how Objective-C takes small quantities of data and packages
them with logic to form reusable components called classes.

 Chapter 4 shifts the focus by taking a look at some of the classes, provided out of
the box by Cocoa Touch, that can be used to store multiple pieces of related data. 

 Chapter 5 covers how to create your own custom classes and objects. Learning
how to create your own classes is an important building block to becoming a produc-
tive developer.

 Chapter 6 takes a look at how you can build on top of the foundations provided by
an existing class to create a more specialized or customized version of a class without
needing to rewrite all of its functionality from scratch.

 Chapter 7 discusses how classes can be defined to provide specific functionality,
without resorting to requiring all classes to inherit from a common base class. This
concept is provided with a language construct called a protocol.

 Chapter 8 looks deeply at some of the aspects of Objective-C that make it unique.
The important distinction between message sending and method invocation is dis-
cussed and some powerful programming techniques are demonstrated.

 Chapter 9 covers how to keep track of memory allocation within an Objective-C
application. Since no automatic garbage collector is available, simple rules are discussed
which will allow you to expertly craft applications without introducing memory leaks.

 Chapter 10 looks at NSError and at some real-life use cases for exceptions, which
tools will help you deal with errors gracefully.

 Chapter 11 covers Key Value Coding (KVC) and NSPredicate-based queries,
which are a surprisingly flexible way to filter, search and sort data within Cocoa
Touch–based applications.

 Chapter 12 gets you started with Core Data and teaches you everything you’ll need
to know to leverage Core Data for all of your most common data persistence needs.

 Chapter 13 introduces a language construct called a block and demonstrates this by
showing how Grand Central Dispatch (GCD) can be used to simplify multithreaded
programming, since it takes care of all the complicated heavy lifting for us.

 No application is perfect first time around, so chapter 14 rounds out the book with
a discussion on debugging techniques that can help resolve unwanted logic errors and
memory leaks quickly and efficiently.
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 The appendixes contain additional information that didn’t fit with the flow of the
main text. Appendix A outlines how to enroll in the iOS Developer Program and set
up your physical iPhone or iPad device in order to run your own applications on
them. Appendix B provides a basic overview of the C programming language that
Objective-C is a descendant of. This will be ideal for developers with little experience
of a C-based language and those that have previously only developed in languages
such as Ruby, Python, or Java. Appendix C outlines some of the alternatives you can
use to develop iOS applications, and compares their advantages and disadvantages to
Objective-C.

 Writing this book was truly a collaborative effort. Chris wrote chapters 1 through 5,
8, 9, 11, 14, and appendixes B and C. Johannes contributed chapters 10, 12, and 13,
and appendix A; and Collin was responsible for chapters 6 and 7.

Code conventions and downloads

Code examples appear throughout this book. Longer listings appear under clear list-
ing headings, and shorter listings appear between lines of text. All code is set in a
monospace font like this to differentiate it from the regular font. Class names have
also been set in code font; if you want to type it into your computer, you’ll be able to
clearly make it out.

 With the exception of a few cases of abstract code examples, all code snippets began
life as working programs. You can download the complete set of programs from
www.manning.com/Objective-CFundamentals. You’ll find two ZIP files there, one for
each of the SDK programs. We encourage you to try the programs as you read; they
include additional code that doesn’t appear in the book and provide more context. In
addition, we feel that seeing a program work can elucidate the code required to create it.

 The code snippets in this book include extensive explanations. We often include
short annotations beside the code; and sometimes numbered cueballs beside lines of
code link the subsequent discussion to the code lines. 

Software requirements

An Intel-based Macintosh running OS X 10.6 or higher is required to develop iOS
applications. You also need to download the Xcode IDE and iOS SDK. Xcode is avail-
able for purchase in the Mac App Store and the iOS SDK is freely downloadable.

 However, the best approach to obtaining Xcode and developing iOS applications is
to pay a yearly subscription fee for the iOS Developer Program (http://developer.apple
.com/programs/ios/). This will provide free access to Xcode and iOS SDK downloads
as well as enable testing and deployment of applications on real iPhone and iPad
devices, and the iTunes App Store. 
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author online
Purchase of Objective-C Fundamentals includes free access to a private web forum run by
Manning Publications where you can make comments about the book, ask technical
questions, and receive help from the authors and from other users. To access the
forum and subscribe to it, point your web browser to www.manning.com/Objective-
CFundamentals.  This page provides information on how to get on the forum once
you’re registered, what kind of help is available, and the rules of conduct on the forum.

 Manning’s commitment to our readers is to provide a venue where a meaningful
dialog between individual readers and between readers and the authors can take
place. It is not a commitment to any specific amount of participation on the part of
the authors, whose contribution to the Author Online forum remains voluntary (and
unpaid). We suggest you try asking the authors some challenging questions lest their
interest stray!

 The Author Online forum and the archives of previous discussions will be accessi-
ble from the publisher’s website as long as the book is in print.
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about the cover illustration
On the cover of Objective-C Fundamentals is “A man from Tinjan, Istria,” a village in the
interior of the peninsula of Istria in the Adriatic Sea, off Croatia. The illustration is
taken from a reproduction of an album of Croatian traditional costumes from the
mid-nineteenth century by Nikola Arsenovic, published by the Ethnographic Museum
in Split, Croatia, in 2003. The illustrations were obtained from a helpful librarian at
the Ethnographic Museum in Split, itself situated in the Roman core of the medieval
center of the town: the ruins of Emperor Diocletian’s retirement palace from around
AD 304. The book includes finely colored illustrations of figures from different
regions of Croatia, accompanied by descriptions of the costumes and of everyday life.

 In this region of Croatia, the traditional costume for men consists of black woolen
trousers, jacket, and vest decorated with colorful embroidered trim. The figure on the
cover is wearing a lighter version of the costume, designed for hot Croatian summers,
consisting of black linen trousers and a short, black linen jacket worn over a white
linen shirt. A gray belt and black wide-brimmed hat complete the outfit.

 Dress codes and lifestyles have changed over the last 200 years, and the diversity by
region, so rich at the time, has faded away. It’s now hard to tell apart the inhabitants of
different continents, let alone of different hamlets or towns separated by only a few
miles. Perhaps we have traded cultural diversity for a more varied personal life—cer-
tainly for a more varied and fast-paced technological life.

 Manning celebrates the inventiveness and initiative of the computer business with
book covers based on the rich diversity of regional life of two centuries ago, brought
back to life by illustrations from old books and collections like this one.

    



 

Part 1

Getting started
with Objective-C

Becoming an iOS application developer can require mastering a number of
new tools and technologies such as the Xcode IDE and the Objective-C program-
ming language. Although plenty of step-by-step how-to tutorials are available
online for developing small example applications, such as a photo viewer or RSS
news feed display application and so on, these typically don’t provide much in
the way of background information to enable you to develop applications of
your own design.

 In this part of the book, you’ll develop a small game as a learning exercise to
become familiar with the development tools surrounding the Objective-C lan-
guage. As you progress through these chapters, you’ll discover more of the
meaning and purpose behind the individual steps and tasks outlined in develop-
ing the game so you can see the theory and purpose behind each step.

 Toward the end of this part, you’ll reach a stage where you can confidently
create a new project within Xcode and describe the purpose of each file and the
meaning behind the various code snippets found within them.
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